
%This code runs several iterations of the main simulation - 
%"runInternalReveiws". You can set the below for loops to manipulate 
%the parameters which are fed into 'runInternalReviews' 
clc; 
clear; 
%initialize institution 
INSTITUTION_SIZE = 20000; 
%How long for an internal inquiry to resolve in rounds 
InquiryTime = 100; 
%Number of rounds in the simulation 
NUMROUNDS = 50000; 
%Number of times to repeat the simulation.  
%The simulation is then averaged across this number. 
AVGROUNDS = 10; 
%Storage of results 
AllFitness = zeros(AVGROUNDS, 11, 11); 
NumWhistleBlowers = zeros(AVGROUNDS, 11, 11); 
meanGood = zeros(AVGROUNDS,7,1,NUMROUNDS); 
counter = 1; 

  
%Repeat the simulation AVGROUNDS number of times 
for iavg = 1:AVGROUNDS 
    col = 1 
    row = 0 
    %The liklihood of an individual receiving information about  
    %the actions of another. 0 means individuals never witness  
    %anothers actions, whilst 1 means each round an individual witnesses 
    %the action of another.  
    for infoLikelihood = 1:.1:1 
       % row = int16(1 + infoLikelihood * (size(AllFitness,2) - 1)) 
        %row = int16(1 + infoLikelihood * 10) 
        %counter = 1; 
        for demandThreshold = 0:0%0:-.05:-1 
            %col = int16(1 + demandThreshold * (size(AllFitness,2) - 1)) 
            %row = int16(1 + demandThreshold * (size(AllFitness,1) - 1)) 
            %row = counter; 
            counter = counter + 1; 
            %The percent chance that the information given to  
            %an individual is incorrect. 
            for errorChance = 0:0%0.01:0.01%.25:.25%0:.01:.5%0:.05:1 
               %The percent chance an individual will whistleblow if they  
               %witness bad practice.  
                for demandInquiry = [0,.26,.39,.48,.55,.76,1]%0:.01:1 
                   %row = int16(1 + demandInquiry * (size(AllFitness,2) - 1)) 
                   %row = int16(1 + demandInquiry * 10) 
                   %col = int16(1 + demandInquiry * (size(AllFitness,3) - 

1)); 
                   %col = int16(1 + demandInquiry * 100) 
                   row = row + 1 
                   %If an individual does not whistleblow, this is the  
                   %chance the individual will offer soft advice.  
                   for softChance = 0:0%.1:0%.02:1 

                        
                       for evidenceThreshold = 1:.01:1 
                           % col = int16(1 + evidenceThreshold * 

(size(AllFitness,3) - 1)) 



                           %The chance that a review will be incorrectly 

reviewed. 
                           %A bad practice may be deemed good with this 
                           %probability 
                           for effectiveRate = 0:0%0.001:0.001 %0.01:.1 
                                 [AllFitness(iavg,row, col), 

meanGood(iavg,row,col,:), NumWhistleBlowers(iavg,row, col)] = 

runInternalReviews(NUMROUNDS, INSTITUTION_SIZE, demandInquiry, 

infoLikelihood, InquiryTime, demandThreshold, errorChance, softChance, 

evidenceThreshold, effectiveRate); 
                            end 
                        end 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 

 

 


